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A South American
automotive financing
company
Tightens data security and automates audit reporting
across mainframe and distributed environments

Overview
The need
The bank’s internally developed
tool to control database access and
secure information did not provide the
comprehensive capabilities needed to
meet audit and compliance requirements.

The solution
Working with IBM Business Partner
LeadComm, the bank implemented
IBM® InfoSphere® Guardium® software
to more effectively prevent unauthorized
activities and monitor database changes
across its distributed and mainframe
environments.

The benefit
Helped tighten database security to
better protect client data; reduced
compliance reporting times by
99 percent; decreased staff needed
to manage database monitoring by
75 percent

Two years ago, IT staff at this South American automotive financing
company conducted a review of the bank’s IT security and governance
programs. This effort was part of the bank’s ongoing work to protect
client information.
At the outset, a key focus area was database security. The bank had
used an internally developed solution to control authorized access and
secure information in application databases. However, this solution was
decentralized and had to be updated to support timely audit reporting
and compliance requirements. The challenge was to find a technology
solution that would secure and safeguard the company’s critical financial
and transactional information and provide a high level of granularity
for defining security policies for all users.
The IT organization wanted to see exactly who accessed what
information. For example, at times, developers need to access the bank’s
production database to investigate application issues. When this type of
temporary access is granted, it is critical that these privileged users are
not making unauthorized changes to the data.
The bank needed a solution that would provide these capabilities for
all application databases in both the distributed and mainframe
environments.
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With the new solution,
the IT team can
continuously monitor
access and automate
compliance controls
across its distributed and
mainframe application
databases.
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Monitoring access across a heterogeneous
environment
The IT team launched a Proof-of-Concept evaluation to assess
off-the-shelf database monitoring solutions. At first, the evaluation
criteria targeted separate solutions to support the bank’s databases in the
distributed and IBM z/OS® mainframe environments. However, once
the team learned about IBM InfoSphere Guardium Database Activity
Monitor software, the criteria changed as staff members realized that they
could have one solution for application databases in both their mainframe
and distributed environments.
IBM Business Partner LeadComm assisted the team with the
implementation.

Gaining greater visibility into database
transactions
With the new solution, the organization can continuously monitor access
and automate compliance controls across its distributed and mainframe
application databases. Using the platform, IT staff can easily:
●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

●● ●

Define database security and access policies and track these activities
at a detailed level of granularity
Locate and classify sensitive information in the organization’s
application databases
Evaluate the vulnerabilities and imperfections of database
configurations
Confirm that configurations are not modified after they are applied
Automate compliance and reporting processes, including report
distribution

This increased visibility is helping the organization confirm that client
data is protected. Today, just one IT staff member can manage control
across all databases. The organization estimates that it would have
probably needed four people to do this work without InfoSphere
Guardium software, taking IT staff away from other critical projects.
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Solution components
Software
• IBM® InfoSphere® Guardium®
Database Activity Monitor
• IBM InfoSphere Guardium Database
Activity Monitor for z/OS®

IBM Business Partner
• LeadComm

In the past, a database
administrator (DBA)
had to manually check
database log files
and then create the
compliance reports—a
process that used to take
tens of hours. This work
can now be completed in
minutes.
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Additionally, audit and compliance reporting processes are automated
and can now be completed 99 percent faster—a huge time saver for
IT staff. For example, in the past, a database administrator (DBA)
had to manually check database log files and then create the compliance
reports—a process that used to take tens of hours. This work can now
be completed in minutes.
Audit reports delivered to external regulatory entities verify that the bank
has the proper controls and security measures in place.

Alerting business users to important database
changes
The project began as many IT projects do. Its focus was on solving a
specific business issue—in this case monitoring database activity to
prevent unauthorized access to data. However, the team quickly realized
that it could use the new solution to deliver greater oversight to business
managers.
For example, certain data, such as interest rates, can be changed only at
certain times of the year. Previously, IT personnel could know if a user
was allowed to make a change, but had no way of knowing when the
change was made. Now, the solution alerts business managers, for
example, when interest rates are changed in the system. They can
also confirm that only authorized users made the changes and that
the changes were made within the permitted timeframe.

For more information
To learn more about IBM InfoSphere Guardium Database Activity
Monitor software, please contact your IBM representative or
IBM Business Partner, or visit the following website: ibm.com/guardium

For more information about LeadComm, visit: www.leadcomm.com.br
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